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Abundant embroidery

Aida

« Sewing is the queen of the world. » - Pindare

Aida is an embroidery of three double lines in gold, silver or white on a base of white sateen, woven from the most exclusive Egyptian cotton with a TC of 1100.

Elegant, classic and yet very outspoken in design.

Abundant in gold or silver, rather subtle in white.



Cashmere dream
AlbaAlba

« Great things are done when men and mountains meet. » - William Blake 

A sumptuously soft throw, Alba is featured in two color stories, and is woven

of 100% Mongolian cashmere. Created to add a touch of warmth, structure and luxury to your bedroom, 

our Alba throw layers effortlessly to complete any contemporary look. Colors ‘Naturel’ and ‘Noix’. Weight 550 g/m².



Amanda is a super luxurious sateen bed linen woven from the extremely rare Egyptian extra long staple cotton, Giza 45, with a thread count of 1400 

threads per inch and a super lightweight of 110 g/m². ‘Giza’ refers to the region along the majestic Nile where these exclusive cotton flowers are 

traditionally cultivated. The climate is perfect to grow this noble plant and the green delta of the Nile provides a natural irrigation of the cotton fields. The 

figure ’45’ is as a ‘’grand cru’’ amongst the cotton plants. Giza 45, aka the Queen of the Nile, is undeniable the highest-rated and most exclusive cotton in 

the world: the production represents less than 0.1 percent of the annual Egyptian cotton production. The rarity of this cotton, its extraordinary qualities, the 

artisanal cultivation and the manual harvest, ensure you have a highly luxurious, finest and exclusive bed linen.

« To be irreplaceable, you have to be different. » - Coco Chanel 

Exclusive Extravagance
Amanda



Amir stands for prince, power and strength.
A perfect combination to describe this beautiful bed cover and matching decorative pillows: Powerful and distinguished minimalistic.
Amir is a very strong pattern combining the chic Eucalyptus color with off-white.

« Simplicity is the keynote of all true elegance. » - Coco Chanel

Distinguished minimalism

AmirAmir



Vibrant Wave
AArara
Ara is the name of this beautiful jacquard bed 
cover, woven in cotton and silk. This high quality 
yarn dyed jacquard of exclusive Giza extra long 
staple cotton and silk makes the bedroom look 
very trendy. 

Ara comes in two color combinations, and the 
choice of material results in a bed cover and 
matching pillows with a delicate shine and 
super-soft touch.

The pink edition looks like rolling dunes, warming up in the desert: 
soft shades of pink and sand, freshly painted in the morning light. 

The ‘Martin’ look represents a green pattern like rolling waves, traveling from 
shore to shore. Shades of blue and green, are symbolic of the energy of the sea.



Areo is a fresh embroidered finish on this luxurious cotton bed set.

Crafted of our high-quality extra long staple Egyptian cotton and woven in percale. Cotton percale is synonymous with luxury for a number 
of reasons: due to an innovative blend of super-soft cotton and a weaving process that provides long-lasting luxury. The tight weave in a 700 

thread count results in a strong, crisp fabric. Despite the closely woven texture, the fabric is woven in such a way that air is still able to pass 
through the weave unlike many other fabrics such as cotton sateen, making it more breathable at night and softer to touch.
Areo is embellished with a two-line embroidery, in two tones of a shade.

« The true secret of happiness lies in taking a genuine interest in all the details of daily life. » - William Morris

Elegant Touch

AAREOREO



Powerful pattern, available in bed cover and decorative pillows.

Jacquard in high quality cotton, viscose and lurex.

Inspired by the wealthy plains and red ragged mountain ranges of this massive continent.

A vast land that is home to abundant fauna and flora on its shores.

Golden beaches caressed by a bright blue ocean.

This caramel colored continent is a patchwork of landscapes, just like this Australia jacquard.

« Australia is a phenomenally beautiful country, and every time I go away and

 come back, it never ceases to amaze me. » - David Wenham

Powerful Nature
AUSTRALIA



Modern design that looks like woven links, a labyrinth without ending 
nor beginning. Cubic, three-dimensional purity.
Available in a cool icy edition or warm powder colors.

« To all, to each, a fair good-night, and pleasing dreams, and slumbers light. » - Walter Scott



Balade is a wonderfully knitted cotton throw that fits anywhere and everywhere.

Made of the best extra long staple Egyptian cotton, Balade is available in a large

number of colors and suitable for every mood. There is a piece dyed version, 

in one color, or the yarn-dyed version where a palette of different colored 

cotton yarns gives a chunky multicolored throw.

Balade gives a fresh and modern finish to the bed design.

« A drawing is simply a line that takes a walk. » - Paul Klee

A Walk around the crochet

BALADE



sacred plantBAMBOO

A sacred plant from the East, Widely used in feng-shui.

As Oriental Art, minimalist and artistic.

It is the lucky charm plant par excellence.

And symbolizes prosperity, luck and repels negative energy waves. Bamboo is an amazing plant that brings peace and wisdom to a room.

“ The bamboo 

that bends is stronger 

than the oak that resists. » 

-  Fred Hornaday



Embellished with a distinctive one-line embroidery on the softest cotton sateen, Bourdon gives your 
bed a very classy touch. Available in 24 colors embroidered in a subtle ton-sur-ton effect.
In addition, also classy contrast effects are possible: with gold and silver thread embroidered on white sateen or 
black embroidery on a natural-white base.

« Beauty begins the moment you decide to be yourself. » - Coco Chanel



Braga, called after the equally-named medieval pearl of northern Portugal, between mountains,
forests, grand valleys, plains and fields and with many treasures from the rich Roman past.
The rich pattern of this bed cover symbolizes the sculptured landscape and the mighty past of this region.

Sculptured landscape
BragaBraga



Optical illusion
CalypsoCalypso

Calypso is an extremely soft sateen crafted from the rare Egyptian cotton yarn, extra long staple, in a 650 thread count.
To weave this stylish and playful bed we blend yarn-dyed cotton in two colors.
Calypso is a versatile and seductive bed linen:
from close up it gives a wonderful illusion as each color reflects the light in its own way. The sateen adds a silky feel and luxurious sheen.
Naturally wrinkle-resistant, sateen is tightly woven making it ideal for year-round comfort.

« In nature, light creates the color. In the picture, color creates the light. » - Hans Hofmann



Luxurious Sateen
CAPELA

Capela is synonymous with incomparable 
luxury and five-star quality. 

This exclusive bed linen is the result of an
ultra high thread count, in a sateen weave
and made from the purest Giza Egyptian 

Cotton extra long staple.
Cotton sateen adds a silky feel and 

luxurious sheen.

Naturally wrinkle-resistant, sateen is tightly woven, making it ideal for year-round comfort.

Capela is of unbeatable quality. Treat yourself to this 1100 thread count cotton sheet set. 

Elegantly soft and luxuriously dense, these stunning sheets will make an opulent addition to your bedroom.

« Simplicity is the ultimate sophistication. » - Leonardo da Vinci



Circles of love
CaviarCaviar

As if from the depths of the ocean, these golden pearls appear... The ‘’caviar’’ bed cover is a treasure woven from exclusive cotton and silk.

This luxurious Caviar bed cover and matching pillows feature a circular jacquard woven from yarn-dyed cotton and silk for a soft, sensuous feel and a delicate shine.

« It’s the gentle golden color of a setting harvest sun : 

the warmth of a squeezed embrace... » -  Jenny Colgan



Oriental Calligraphy

As an oriental pen drawing of the delicate branch of a sweet perfumed Japanese cherry tree,

this jacquard is made from high-quality Giza Egyptian Cotton extra long staple.

A rich-looking pattern for a bed cover and decorative pillows.

« Trees are poems that the earth writes upon the sky. » - Khalil Gibran

CeriCerissierier



Imagine yourself in a beautiful chateau in France and choose this opulent bed cover inspired by the castle of the same name, Chambord, on the French Loire.
As the chateau, our bed cover is inspired by its very distinctive French Renaissance architecture, which blends traditional French medieval forms 
with classical Renaissance structures. The elegant and neutral color palette makes it easy to combine.



Timeless & Elegant

Chester is a walled cathedral city located on the River Dee, close to the English-Welsh border, surrounded by green fertile hills.

This beautiful city is a rare blend of the ancient and traditional, along with a dash of cosmopolitan chic.

The perfect combination to describe our throw of Mongolian cashmere: Traditional design but in a renewed posh look.

This supersoft throw is available in classy 'Linen' color or ‘Ardoise’.

« Elegance has nothing to do with fashion. » - Karl Lagerfeld

CHESTER



Vibrant C i ty

C ITY
The city with its vibrant energy, made for and by the people who give it its soul. The energy to meet people, 

teeming with life moving through the streets. This mix of vibrant different entities is perfectly reflected in 

this throw, City, a perfectly fresh blend of high-quality cotton, silk and cashmere in soft mint green. 

And if you look closely, a lot of other fresh pastel colors. A mood booster for the bedroom!

« The art of being happy lies in the power of extracting happiness from common things. »

- Henry Ward Beecher



Beautiful underwater artworks, full of color and life.

Bed cover and decorative pillows inspired by the majestic coral reefs and woven into jacquard of Giza Egyptian Cotton extra long staple.

« Wise is who enjoys the show offered by the world. » - Fernando Pessoa



Dentelle means lace and is a poetic pattern spun from 

the softest silk and cotton. 

A wonderfully light visual work of art resembling 

a negative print of a dried leaf, with delicate details and 

a very puristic look.

« I consider lace to be one of the prettiest imitations ever made of the fantasy of nature. »

-Coco Chanel

delicate as lace
Dentelle



Wonderful pop colors that brighten up any interior. Vitamins for the bedroom, Emma is a boost for happiness: in raspberry red, sky blue, 

soft orange or delicious neutrals.

The contrasting sham is very cool and gives an extra touch to this artistically colorful bed.

« Fashion passes, style remains. » - Yves Saint Laurent

Boost for Happiness
EMMA



Like a calligraphic drawing, this exclusive bed cover is woven in jacquard made of the finest Egyptian cotton. 
With a shiny effect, making this bed cover and matching pillows sparkle.

« The richness I achieve comes from Nature, the source of my inspiration. » - Claude Monet



Estrela is our high-quality extra long staple 

Egyptian cotton woven in percale, offering 

a crisp and cool touch. Cotton percale is synonymous with luxury for a number of reasons: due to an innovative blend of super-soft cotton and a weaving 

process that provides long-lasting luxury. The tight weave in a 700 thread count results in a strong, crisp fabric. Despite the closely woven texture, the fabric 

is woven in such a way that air is still able to pass through the weave unlike many other fabrics such as cotton sateen, making it more breathable and softer 

to the touch. Estrela is available in fresh and subtle colors to complement your bedroom with a look of sophisticated simplicity.

« Estrela is the brightest star among the mountains of Portugal. » 



Shine as a pearl, celebrating the 1920s, a sheet that could have been of 
The Great Gatsby.
Evora, Capital of Alentejo, this walled antique pearl is adorned with the splendor 
of Romanesques arches, ancient temples and gold mines.

« The art of art, the glory of expression and the sunshine of the light of letters , is simplicity. » - Walt Whitman



This flowerless plant which has feathery or leafy fronds is the inspiration for this beautiful embroidery. 

A classic, delicate design that adorns your bedroom like a fine pen drawing on white sateen of the purest Egyptian cotton in an ultra-high thread count of 1100.

Matching towels and rugs are available.

« In all things of nature there is something of marvellous. » 
- Aristotle



Venetian Dream
Glass art "filigrane" is the French translation of the old Venetian term "vetro a filigrana"; this name covers a set of varieties of transparent 

blown glass in which are incorporated wires of drawn glass ("cane") of white color or of various colors.

This bed cover is a perfect match between silk and cotton with a filigrana pattern.

An artful piece in contrasting royal blue and honey yellow.

« What surprised me the most on entering Venice was this feeling of lightness that seized my whole being, this exaltation of the senses,
this sudden joy of living and loving. » - Maxence Fermine

FiligraneFiligrane



This colorful embroidery on white sateen has a fresh look.

A very subtle double, fine line gives in two different shades adds a nice repetition to match with our abundant bed covers and throws.

Hana is a very minimalistic bed with a colorful subtle touch in two tones, available in three editions.

« Details make perfection, and perfection is not a detail. » - Leonardo da Vinci 



Trendy Look

Hella is a silky and soft percale spun from the rare Giza Egyptian Cotton extra long staple in a thread count of 700.

Cotton percale is synonymous with luxury for a number of reasons: due to an innovative blend of super-cotton and a weaving process which 

provides long-lasting luxury. The tight weave in a 700 thread count results in a strong, crisp fabric.

Hella is hand finished with a contrasting sateen flange in you favourite color, adding a trendy and distinguished look to your bedroom design.

« Elegance is not about standing out, but about being memorable. » - Giorgio Armani

hellahella



Mighty Tree
The mighty and beautiful oak, from which we look at its robust bark woven in neutral colors. A design inspired by nature and therefore 

so wonderfully familiar and yet very special. Woven in the most exclusive cotton and silk for a velvety soft feel.

« Look for a tree and let it teach you calm. » - Eckhart Tolle

HÊTREHÊTRE



This super thick abundant throw of exclusive and sumptuous cashmere is of unparalleled 
luxury and comfort. Himalaya embodies the ‘bohemian chic style’ of our collection.
A chunky throw that effortlessly matches any winter tale.

« In the depth of winter I finally learned that there was in me an invincible summer. » 
- Albert Camus



Magical Garden
Delicate flowers swaying lush.
‘Jardim’ is a view of a magical classic garden.

« Coming to kiss her lips, (such grace I found,) 
Me seem’d, I smelt a garden of sweet flowers. »
- Edmund Spenser

JARDIMJARDIM



Ornamental pattern of Persian origin, symbol of love and romanticism. At the origin of this motif, there is the ‘boteh’: bouquet of flowers. 

Its main form, which at first is taken for a drop of water, is actually a leaf with a tangle of delicate flowers. Paisley patterns are also called cachemire patterns. 

Their name comes from the Scottish town of Paisley. Symbol of exoticism, luxury and rarity, it is very quickly adopted to satisfy the desire for elegance.

Classic and timeless, it is always a great source of inspiration.

« Romance is the glamour which turns the dust of everyday life into a golden haze. » -  Elinor Glyn



Inspired by rocks and beautiful winter landscapes, to cocoon 
with elegance. Kate is an unique luxurious throw made of Alpaca 
wool, Silk and Giza Egyptian Cotton extra long staple. 
Also available in decorative pillows.

« Choose only one master - nature. » - Rembrandt



Wealthy wilderness and fascinating wild patterns. 

Kroco is the luxurious reproduction of this fascinating reptile in 100% of the softest Egyptian cotton. 

Available in tough ‘Tobacco’, sober ‘Glacier’ and elegant ‘Marbre’.

Reproduction of the skin of a mesmerizing and fascinating reptile.

Wealthy Wilderness

KROCO

Wild Patterns



Silky Flower Petals
LOULOULOULOU

Soft silk, woven with exclusive cotton, Loulou is a beautiful mixture of these noble fabrics. 

A lovely pattern like the one of a mermaid’s tail, the petals of a flower chalice, the delicate paper fans and sun umbrellas from the East

and the wings of the traveling crane. In soft champagne colors that bring tranquility. An elegant and super soft jacquard.

« Words are petals that fly towards two destinations: The heart and the mind. » 
                                                                                        -  Mikael Paranthoen



Circle of Moons
Lua stands for moon, a powerful symbol of the night.

A simple, mighty jacquard available in four beautiful basic colors.  

Colors that shine at nightfall: dark blue, gray and white shades 

illuminated by the moonshine.

« That’s one small step for a man, 

one giant leap for mankind. » - Neil Armstrong

LUALUA



Luxe is made from an opulent blend of silk and exclusive Giza Egyptian Cotton extra long staple. 

A classic representation of the daring fashion of animal prints, this high quality yarn dyed jacquard of exclusive cotton and sensual silk 

makes the bedroom look sensationally posh. Luxe is a luxurious bed cover with a delicate shine and super-soft touch.

« Elegance is the only beauty that never fades »  - Audrey Hepburn



Milena meaning “favored,” comes from mil, which means “gracious” or “pleasant .

The perfect name for this lavish bedcover, full of silver thread and glittering details next to the high-quality Egyptian cotton.

Lavish design formed by a mosaic of different geometric shapes, merged into a full concentric pattern.

Extravagant abundance to dress up your bed, in honey or perle color.

A bed, as in the tales of 1001 nights...

« A little glitter can turn your whole day around. » - Barbara Park.



As soft as the natural colors that set their subtle tone, the moon collection made of 100% linen offers a fresh and comforting feeling

combined with a timeless and modern look. Moon offers a more casual look than either percale or sateen, strong and breathable linen

is the way to go if you value softness and durability but want a less formal look for your bed. 

Colors ‘White’, ‘Naturel’, ‘Nuage Rose’, ‘Eucalyptus’, ‘Linen’ and ‘Perle’. Weight 130 g/m².



The memories of antique mosaics, luxurious life and

glorious days give shape and shine to this lush jacquard.

A renewed representation of the beautiful mosaics in a dazzling pattern, the ‘Mosaic’ bedcover is woven from Egyptian cotton, viscose and lurex.

Mosaic has a beautiful drape and lovely luxurious feel and will illuminate your bedroom design.

« We are mosaics. Pieces of light, love, history, stars... Glued together with magic and music and words. »

 - Anita Krizzan



Swirling design like a galaxy with explosions of colors, materials and beautiful details.
Inspired by the natural gems, the bedquilt and decorative pillows are a woven jacquard
of cotton, viscose and lurex.

« Look deep into nature, and then you will understand everything better. » - Albert Einstein



From noble cashmere and a small touch of high-quality cotton, Oceana resembles the ethnic art depicting life, the forces of nature and spirituality.

Oceanian art comprises the creative works made by the native people of the Pacific Islands and Australia, including areas as far apart as Hawaii 

and Easter Island. Powerful symbols that we find in their body drawing as well as in their weaving art. 

A timeless and powerful design that is available in two colors.

Noho me ka hau’oli – (Be happy)



Reflecting the magical light, these beautiful bed linens reveal their delicate patterns and shades.

They will add a new dimension of magic and richness to your bed. Painting is a bedcover woven in yarn-dyed Giza Egyptian Cotton 

extra long staple, a design of a lavish pastel sunset sky. Also available in decorative pillows.

« Eternal sunrise, eternal sunset, eternal dawn and gloaming..... » - John Muir



Egyptian cotton and Alpaca wool together form this supple bed cover ‘Panama’.

The decorative cushions complete the look.

Inspired by this Central American country of the same name, with rugged relief and 

countless ‘ridges’ in the earth’s crust.

Result of the earthly forces that lifted the seabed.

Panama is a wonderfully soft blanket to wrap yourself in.

« Heading out for the day? Don’t forget your Panama hat; it’s one of summer’s best accessories. »  - Jane Nickerson



Blossom of lifeBlossom of life

Like a Renaissance-inspired artful wallpaper, Paradis is an ice-colored display of idyllic branches filled with delicate flower buds, blossoms and vibrant birds. 

Romantic and richly filled, this bed cover and matching decorative pillows are a feast for the eyes and for the romantic soul.

« Romance is everything. » - Gertrude Stein

PParadisaradisPParaidsaraids



As veined marble, as cracked desert soil and as the drawing on the big white moon.

Parus takes your imagination along with you.

With a wonderful three-dimensional effect, this original design is for daredevils with class.

« I saw the angel in the marble and carved until I set him free » - Michelangelo



Pearls of Luxury A glittery star sky. 
The sparkling of champagne bubbles.

« ...Or as the pearls of morning’s dew » - Robert Herricks PPererllee



Drawn with feather-light patterns of plumes. In vibrant, intense colors.
Gives a spectacular look.

« I am a feather for each wind that blows. » 
- William Shakespeare

Fabulous Feathers

PPlumelume



Prince is a beautiful bed cover wove from our exceptional Egyptian cotton in natural white with stitched details in a tone-on-tone display.
Pure and distinguished, also available in decorative cushion and comforter.
A very fresh bed with elegant and timeless details for a modern look.

« I want to tell people to create. Just start by creating your day. Then create your life. » - Prince.



Stylish Lines
QUADRAQUADRA

Quadra is extremely soft sateen 

crafted from the rare Egyptian 

cotton yarn, extra long staple, 

embellished with a distinctive 

sateen embroidery of intersecting 

three-dimensional lines. Sateen 

adds a silky feel and luxurious 

sheen. Naturally wrinkle-resistant 

sateen  is tightly woven making 

it ideal for daily comfort.

« Elegance is a whole, and what is not seen counts as much as what is seen » - Christian Dior



Quinta is a beautiful jacquard in pure cotton, of our family’s crest: four moons gathered in a circle.

This symbol embodies the four directions in which this Portuguese family explores the world, 

the four mountains surrounding our ancestors city and the philosophy of life, also based on four words: humanity, simplicity, vision and sharing.

A simple designed bed cover available in beautiful basic colors.

« And if the stars shine at night, it is to indicate where our pretty dreams are hidden. » - Radmu

QuintaQuinta

Family's Crest



Classy Look

RAM
Ram is a mirror of elegance, class and tradition.

Embroidered in gold, silver or white on a white sateen with 700 thread count, a very distinguished and classy look for the bedroom.

« Luxury is in every detail. » - Hubert de Givenchy



Sateen Dream

Our baseline collection is the secret for these versatile bed linens available in 24 lush colors that suit every mood and interior.
Silky and soft sateen, spun from the rare Giza Egyptian Cotton extra long staple in a thread count of 700. 
Available in a sleek finishing or with fluid floating flanges.

« Color is a power which directly influences the soul. » - Wassily Kandinsky

SecretSecret



Dream bed

Sonho stands for dream.

This chic bed linen has a contrasting black border that gives it elegance and self-assurance at the same time.

Made from the best Egyptian cotton in a high thread count of 700, sonho gives you the dream bed.

« I imposed black, it still going strong today, for black wipes out everything else around » - Coco Chanel

Sonho



Sobriety and simplicity of Japanese design.

Bold colors for a modern twist.

TEA



Soothing Subtletly TresorTresor

Subtlety, brightness, lightness, a blend of sumptuous cashmere and silk, which becomes sublime stole embracing your shoulders... 

« Love and satisfaction 
are biggest of life. »

- Tadasha Tripath 



Art link

Patterned in neutral skin tones and woven from the softest cotton and silk, 

Twined is a beautiful representation of the art of braiding. The artful crossing 

and knotting of threads into a beautiful work, as the basket maker patiently 

plaits the stalks into beautiful rattan.

« Our life is composed greatly from dreams, from the unconscious, and they must be brought into connection with action. They must be woven together. »

- Anaïs Nin

Twined



Waves of Cashmere

Desire to be soothed by the gentle waves of cashmere...

« The word of the sweetest song and all songs,
That strong and delicious word which, creeping to my feet,
The sea whispered me. »
- Walt Withman

Vague



V of Vendôme

Opulent bed cover with gold or silver sparkling thread, 

illuminating the graphic ‘V’ of Vendôme. 

Vendôme is inspired by the golden square in the heart

of the fashion city of Paris; this is where many couturiers 

started, still lay a lot of jewellers and the most renowned hotels. 

Beautiful shopping windows and architecture illuminate this famous square beautifully in golden light at nightfall. 

This yarn dyed bed cover is mainly crafted from the exceptional Giza extra long staple cotton and lurex, adding a beautiful drape to the luxurious and shiny look.

« Each time I see you, it’s one more diamond that I enclose in the case of my heart »

- Alexandre Dumas

VÊNDOME



Silk for a  Royal  Bed
Versailles

Welcome to the golden age of splendor.

This ensemble reflects the grandeur and abundance of royal palaces. 

A beautifully refined drawing, woven with gold thread. 

This is Versailles.

Duvet and sheet set in jacquard of cotton and silk with matching shams. Rich pattern combined with rich fabrics for a royal bed.

« It’s that heart of gold and stardust soul that make you beautiful »  - RM Broderick



Good Vibes
Interior designers have succumbed to the temptation of the serpent.

Although snakes arouse feelings ranging from fascination to utter fright, this bedcover 

‘Vibes’ evokes some jet-set-glamour in the interior and give the room an expensive, worldly look.

In neutral gray and jeans blue, the print is not overwhelming but classy and easy to combine 

with any interior.

« Every great story seems to begin with a snake. »
- Nicolas Cages

VIBES



Galaxy of silver and gold

waltzwaltz

An abundance of gold, silver and glitter in rich overlapping patterns, 

made of Giza Egyptian Cotton extra long staple, viscose and lurex. 

A lavish bed cover with matching cushions. 

« Eternal sunrise, eternal sunset, eternal dawn and gloaming, on sea and continents and

islands, each in its turn, as the round earth rolls. » - John Muir



Warmth of wood
The soft silk, combined with luxurious cashmere and exclusive cotton: the result is the bed cover Wood.

Inspired by the cross section of a large tree trunk with its numerous rings of life experience and woven in neutral off-white and nude.

An abstract design with soft colors that reflects the robustness of the large trees.

« A forest full of trees is as important as a gold mine. »
- Paul Bamikole

WWoooodd



machine washing

- Sort your household linen by fibre (cotton, linen, silk, wool), color (whites, light colors) and type of item (sheets, towels, tablecloths).
- Do not include garments with components that could damage fabrics (zippers, hooks, metal parts).
- Make sure the items are unfolded when loading the machine.
- Begin preferably with a pre-soak in cold water and a little detergent.

TemperaTure

- Bed linens -  wash in warm water maximum 140ºF / 60ºC with mild, liquid biodegradable detergent.
- Delicate fabrics - cold water 85ºF / 30ºC, cold final rinse, pre-soaking.

- Use maximum temperatures only on the hardest-to-clean articles:
- Whites 120/140ºF - 50/60ºC 
- Colors 85/105ºF - 30/40ºC 

- Delicate items with lace and embroidery should be enclosed in a large, thin mesh bag.

DeTergenT

- Use a mild liquid biodegradable detergent without added bleach or whiteners. 
- Avoid powdered detergent or detergents containing alkali and make sure the detergent is fully dissolved before the water touches the fabric.

care insTrucTions

Drying

- When machine drying, never use high temperatures.
- Do not place colored articles in direct sunlight.
- Do not dry longer than necessary.

ironing

- Use a steam iron on a warm/hot setting for cotton.
- Use a hot setting for linen and a water spritz if needed.
- For embroidered linens, iron them on the reverse side while damp for best results.

Dry cleaning

- Luxury fibres, such as silk, wool and cashmere, are best professionally cleaned.

sToring

- Store linens folded flat in a cool, dry, well-ventilated area.
- Linens stored long-term should avoid being stored in plastic bags and boxes as natural fibres need to breathe.
- Make sure stored linens are not exposed to direct sunlight which can cause permanent yellowing.





www.celsodelemos.com


